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Abstract—Coded caching is the distribution of content across
a communication system using techniques from coding theory
in order to create multicasting opportunities among the users
receiving the content. This enables a multiplicative improvement
over the classic uncoded caching with respect to the transmission
rates required in the delivery phase of the content. Since its
introduction, coded caching has attracted significant research
interest and several different schemes have been proposed over
the last years. This work focuses on the fundamental case of
coded caching with uncoded prefetching. In this case, the users’
caches are filled with uncoded content during a prefetching phase
in order to best serve each user’s request during a subsequent
delivery phase. This important case has recently received a
complete information-theoretic characterization. However, reach-
ing the information-theoretic optimality imposes a significant
computational imbalance among the users. To mitigate this
imbalance, we perform a complete computational analysis of the
two major forms of coded caching with uncoded prefetching,
namely centralized and decentralized. Furthermore, we propose a
new information-theoretically optimal method for the delivery
phase that achieves a significant computational improvement
compared to the state of the art.

Index Terms—centralized coded caching, decentralized coded
caching, computational analysis, computational improvement,
network coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

Caching is the technique of duplicating content in dis-
tributed memories across a system with the goal of reducing
the traffic load and the service times whenever this content
is requested. It is naturally comprised of two phases, the
placement phase where the content is placed around in the
system caches and the delivery phase where content requests
are served, taking into account the data already present in the
cache of each user. Conventional caching has a long line of
research [1]–[8], where the main goal is to either maximize
the hit rate, which is the probability that a requested content
is found at the cache memory, or to optimize the placement of
contents in the caches based on various criteria, most important
of which being their popularity [9], [10].
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A. Motivation

In their seminal paper [11] Maddah-Ali and Niesen pro-
posed the use of coding in the placement and delivery phases
in order to create simultaneous multicasting opportunities
among the users. This provided a multiplicative gain in the
transmission rates over conventional caching. One of the most
important characteristics of their approach is that it can offer
this significant gain, even for scenarios where the content
popularity is unknown or it is considered uniform. Due to its
advantages, coded caching has attracted considerable research
interest. More specifically, further research on this topic has
been mainly focused on the investigation of its information-
theoretic limits [12]–[17], as well as exploring the various
forms it can take such as decentralized caching [18], online
caching [19], hierarchical caching [20]–[22], D2D caching
[23], caching with non-uniform demands [24]–[27], cache-
aided interference channels [28]–[31] and others [32]–[44].

After a number of publications [11], [12], [28], [45], [46]
that explored the optimal information theoretic rate-memory
tradeoff in coded caching with uncoded prefetching, an exact
characterization for the cases of centralized and decentralized
caching was provided in [47] by Yu et al. Centralized caching
is the fundamental paradigm around which all other coded
caching schemes are developed, making any results regarding
it being of principal importance. In this sense, [47] offers
the potential of immediate improvement of all other relevant
schemes of coded caching by extending the insights therein
to them, like in [48], [49]. There has also been significant
progress towards characterizing the exact rate-memory tradeoff
for the case of coded prefetching [13]–[17], [34], [50], [51]
with [52] setting the state of the art to within a factor of 2
with respect to the, as of yet unknown, optimal.

Along with these developments, research also turned to-
wards investigating and mitigating the implementation chal-
lenges and limitations of coded caching. To this direction,
two major issues have been identified. The first issue is the
combinatorial explosion which happens in coded caching,
where the number of subfiles, into which the files are broken,
increase exponentially with respect to the number of users.
This quickly makes the subfile size corresponding to any finite
file size fall below the single bit level [53]. To this end,
several finite-file packetization schemes have been proposed
[27], [49], [54]–[62] that try to contain this explosion while
keeping the multiplicative gains of the original methods.

The second important issue, which is also the focus of this
work, is the increased computational cost of the information-
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theoretically optimal caching methods for a specific set of
users called “non-leaders”. By computational cost we mean
the number of XOR operations performed during a particular
method. We give the proper description of the concept in
Definition 1 along with some important clarifications about
it that one should take into consideration. The methods of
[47] achieve information-theoretic optimality by utilizing the
so-called commonality in user requests, which is the fact that
many users may be requesting the same content in the delivery
phase (while having different parts of it cached during the
placement phase). Among these users, one is arbitrarily called
leader and the rest are called non-leaders. The transmissions
then target groups of users, mixing a subfile that each user
needs, with the subfiles they already have but are also missing
from the rest in the group. The qualitative difference between
a leader and a non-leader is that the only transmissions that
do take place are the ones implicating the leaders. The trans-
missions implicating only non-leaders, are completely omitted.
On a first approach, this leaves a non-leader with a partial list
of the subfiles they would require in order to compose their
requested file. However, due to the fact that both the leader
as well as their other non-leaders are requesting the same
file, these missing subfiles are buried within the transmissions
that have taken place, just not in an easily accessible way. So
the non-leader has to go through an additional and elaborate
computational process in order to reveal this information and
be able to fully recover their requested file.

This introduces a computational imbalance between a leader
and their non-leaders. The authors of [47] realized that the
computational manipulations a non-leader needs to perform
impose a significant extra burden on them in comparison to the
leaders and ask for a more efficient decoding scheme. Looking
as an example at the more general case of decentralized
caching, one can easily realize the exponential nature of this
computational imbalance by utilizing the results we present
in this paper. In particular, using (34) we can see that the
computational cost for a leader changes linearly with the
amount of users in the system. However, observing (37) we
can see that there is an additional term which is due to the
computational derivation of the non-transmitted signals a non-
leader has to perform. To see how this term scales, we can
assume that all the K users, each having cache size of M
files, request Ne distinct files among a library of N files,
such that the ratio r “ K{Ne remains constant. Then, after
some straightforward manipulations of this term we find that it
scales as Θ

“

pM
N p1 ´ M

N qpr ´ 1 ` M
N qqNe

‰

that corresponds to
an exponentially increasing extra burden for each non-leader
compared to their leader.

To further illustrate the effect of this computational imbal-
ance in the presence of commonality among the requests, we
can compare the computational cost of a leader in centralized
caching, given in (19) with the (averaged) computational cost
of a non-leader, given by (40), as in Fig. 1. The system’s
parameters are K “ 30 users and t “ 5, meaning the
cumulative cache size among the users is five times the size
of the library. As the parameter Ne ranges from 1 to 24,
the (averaged) computational cost C̄nl for a non-leader in
order to recover all its subfiles quickly increases up to a
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Fig. 1: The computational cost of a leader and the averaged
computational cost of a non-leader for a coded caching system
with K “ 30 users and t “ 5 for the various demands with
Ne P 1, ..., 24. We observe that as the commonality among the
demands Ne changes, the computational cost for a non-leader
can be multiple times the one for a leader.

peak value of almost 2.8 times the constant computational
cost of a leader. This reflects the the situation where for high
commonality among the requests (small values of Ne) the low
number of leaders lead to fewer transmissions taking place.
This in turn means that a non-leader has to recover more
subfiles computationally out of these fewer transmissions. On
the other hand, for decreased commonality (high values of Ne)
all the users end up being leaders and the imbalance ceases
to exist. However, in the high commonality regime, as K and
t increase, the multiplication factor we observe can increase
very rapidly, and leads to an overly large computational burden
for a non-leader compared to a leader.

In [47] a motivating example is provided which shows that
the computations performed by a non-leader can potentially be
reduced and its generalization is posed as an open problem.
However, to the best of the author’s knowledge, no such
generalization has been provided. Furthermore, an exact char-
acterization of the computational cost of the existing methods
that would also enable their comparison to new approaches is
also missing from the literature. To this end, the mitigation
of the aforementioned computational imbalance as well as the
formalization of a framework to characterize its computational
aspects, are the main focus of this work.

B. Contribution

The contribution of this work is twofold and can be sum-
marized to the following points:

i) We develop analytic expressions to precisely characterize
the computational cost of coded caching with uncoded
prefetching.
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ii) We propose an improvement over this coded caching
scheme with respect to the required computational re-
sources.

In particular, we derive the computational cost of both cen-
tralized and decentralized caching with uncoded prefetching
from a leader’s and a non-leader’s aspect as well as a system-
wide point of view. With the computational manipulations
being readily translatable to energy consumption, the same
expressions provide a characterization of the schemes’ energy
demands.

Furthermore, we introduce a novel algorithm that directly
improves the computational cost of the state of the art by
utilizing a shortcut in the computations performed by a non-
leader. We apply this improvement to both centralized and
decentralized versions of coded caching and observe some sig-
nificant computational improvements, especially in the second
more realistic case. Due to the multi-parameter dependence of
the exact analytic expressions for the computational cost, we
show that there is a particular tractable averaging procedure
that facilities a meaningful comparison between the methods.

C. Organization

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II gives a motivating example for our work and describes
the system model of centralized and decentralized caching
with uncoded prefetching. In Section III we perform a com-
putational analysis of centralized and decentralized caching.
In particular, we provide a complete characterization of the
computational costs involved with the different parts of the
system and observe that decentralized caching accepts a quite
more compact characterization when compared to centralized
caching. We proceed with the development of our proposed
method in Section IV for both centralized and decentralized
caching and present a comparison of its various aspects with
the state of the art in Section V using two cases, one small
user case and one large user case. The main paper closes with
Section VI containing our conclusions and some comments
on future work. The proofs of some more technical results are
offered in the appendices.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

A. Motivating Example

In this section we present a motivating example with the
purpose to illustrate the difference between the method pro-
vided in [47] and our work. As shown in Fig. 2, we consider
a simple system with a library of N “ 2 files, called A and
B, and K “ 6 users each with a cache size of M “ 1 file.

The main goal in the prefetching phase is to fill up the
users’ cache memories in such a way that in the ensu-
ing delivery phase we will be able to serve all the users
concurrently for any potential demand vector. Following the
prefetching method of [11] and [47] we break up each file into
`

6
3

˘

“ 20 files and index them according to the 3´subsets
of the 6 users. In this sense, file A will break up into
subfiles At1,2,3u, At1,2,4u, At1,2,5u, At1,2,6u, At1,3,4u, At1,3,5u,
At1,3,6u, At1,4,5u, At1,4,6u, At1,5,6u, At2,3,4u, At2,3,5u,

A=?

A
B

A=? A=? B=? B=? B=?
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A{2,j}
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A{3,j}
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A{6,j}
B{6,j}

Server

Shared link

Fig. 2: A caching system with K=6 users, N=2 files, a local
cache of M=1 file at each user and a demand vector where
each file is requested by 3 users.

At2,3,6u, At2,4,5u, At2,4,6u, At2,5,6u, At3,4,5u, At3,4,6u, At3,5,6u

and At4,5,6u. The same happens with file B. Afterward, each
subfile is sent to all the users contained in its index set. So,
for example, user 1 will receive the subfiles At1,2,3u, At1,2,4u,
At1,2,5u, At1,2,6u, At1,3,4u, At1,3,5u, At1,3,6u, At1,4,5u, At1,4,6u

and At1,5,6u of file A as well as the corresponding subfiles
of file B. Since each subfile is 1{20 the size of each file and
each user receives 20 subfiles, this process fills up their caches
completely.

During the delivery phase, let us assume that the first three
users request file A and the three latter ones file B. Focusing
on an arbitrary 4´user subset, for example t1, 2, 3, 4u, we
can observe that user 1 requires the subfile At2,3,4u that is
present in users 3, 4 and 5. Similarly, user 2 requires the subfile
At1,3,4u present on users 1, 3 and 4, user 3 requires the subfile
At1,2,4u present in users 1, 2 and 4 and user 4 requires the sub-
file At1,2,3u present in users 1, 2 and 3. Thus, if the base station
transmits the signal At2,3,4u‘At1,3,4u‘At1,2,4u‘At1,2,3u each
of the users will be able to decode their required subfile. In
this sense, transmitting the

`

6
4

˘

“ 15 corresponding signals YA,
one for each of the 4´user subsets A Ă t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6u, we
can ensure that all the users are able to recover their requested
file. This was the approach presented in [11].

The authors of [47] realized that we do not have to transmit
all the 15 signals. Instead, we can take one of the users
requesting file A and one of the users requesting file B and
send only the transmissions that involve these two users. We
call these two users, let’s say user 1 and 4, leaders. All the
rest non-transmitted signals required by the non-leaders, can
be derived from the transmitted ones using the fact that these
users request the same file as their respective leader. In our
example, that means that from the 15 transmissions, only 14
need to take place. These are

Yt1,2,3,4u “ At2,3,4u ‘ At1,3,4u ‘ At1,2,4u ‘ Bt1,2,3u,
Yt1,2,3,5u “ At2,3,5u ‘ At1,3,5u ‘ At1,2,5u ‘ Bt1,2,3u,
Yt1,2,3,6u “ At2,3,6u ‘ At1,3,6u ‘ At1,2,6u ‘ Bt1,2,3u,
Yt1,2,4,5u “ At2,5,6u ‘ At1,4,5u ‘ At1,2,5u ‘ Bt1,2,4u,
Yt1,2,4,6u “ At2,4,6u ‘ At1,4,6u ‘ Bt1,2,6u ‘ Bt1,2,4u,
Yt1,2,5,6u “ At2,5,6u ‘ At1,5,6u ‘ Bt1,2,6u ‘ Bt1,2,5u,
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Yt1,3,4,5u “ At3,4,5u ‘ At1,4,5u ‘ Bt1,3,5u ‘ Bt1,3,4u,
Yt1,3,4,6u “ At3,4,6u ‘ At1,4,6u ‘ Bt1,3,6u ‘ Bt1,3,4u,
Yt1,3,5,6u “ At3,5,6u ‘ At1,5,6u ‘ Bt1,3,6u ‘ Bt1,3,5u,
Yt1,4,5,6u “ At4,5,6u ‘ Bt1,5,6u ‘ Bt1,4,6u ‘ Bt1,4,5u,
Yt2,3,4,5u “ At3,4,5u ‘ At2,4,5u ‘ Bt2,3,5u ‘ Bt2,3,4u,
Yt2,3,4,6u “ At3,4,6u ‘ At2,4,6u ‘ Bt2,3,6u ‘ Bt2,3,4u,
Yt2,4,5,6u “ At4,5,6u ‘ Bt2,5,6u ‘ Bt2,4,6u ‘ Bt2,4,5u,
Yt3,4,5,6u “ At4,5,6u ‘ Bt3,5,6u ‘ Bt3,4,6u ‘ Bt3,4,5u.

We can observe now that, the non-transmitted signal
Yt2,3,5,6u can be computed from the transmitted ones using
the expression

Yt2,3,5,6u “Yt1,3,5,6u ‘ Yt1,2,5,6u ‘ Yt2,3,4,6u ‘ Yt2,3,4,5u‘

Yt1,3,4,6u ‘ Yt1,3,4,5u ‘ Yt1,2,4,6u ‘ Yt1,2,4,5u

“At3,5,6u ‘ At2,5,6u ‘ Bt2,3,6u ‘ Bt2,3,5u.
(1)

After each of the users 2, 3, 5 and 6 has derived this signal,
they can proceed with decoding their requested subfile by
XOR-ing with the subfiles they already possess. For example,
user 2 can recover At3,5,6u by doing

At3,5,6u “ Yt2,3,5,6u ‘ At2,5,6u ‘ Bt2,3,6u ‘ Bt2,3,5u (2)

What we observe here is that each non-leader has to perform
some additional computational steps, compared to their leader,
in order to derive all the non-transmitted signals and then
decode for their requested subfile. If they were a leader, they
would only have to perform the decoding computation for each
subfile instead. This introduces a computational imbalance
between the leaders and the non-leaders that in some cases can
become quite significant. The authors of [47] realized in their
motivating example that the non-leaders could do better than
this and they ask whether their special case observation can be
formalized and generalized to the arbitrary system, mitigating
this computational imbalance.

In this work, we provide an answer to this request by
claiming that it is possible to achieve this improvement in
the general case. This can be achieved if in derivation (1) a
user replaces the signals that they participate in their index
with the subfile corresponding to the rest of the index. For
example, user 2 can directly recover their subfile At3,5,6u, by
performing the calculation

At3,5,6u “Yt1,3,5,6u ‘ Yt1,3,4,6u ‘ Yt1,3,4,5u ‘ At1,5,6u‘

At3,4,6u ‘ At3,4,5u ‘ At1,4,6u ‘ At1,4,5u.
(3)

In essence, what we see is that user 2 is able to directly
recover their requested subfile, by avoiding the computational
steps of the previous final decoding phase. An important obser-
vation is that the subfiles At1,5,6u, At3,4,6u, At3,4,5u, At1,4,6u

and At1,4,5u do not come for user’s 2 cache but rather from
the previously received signals Yt1,2,5,6u, Yt2,3,4,6u, Yt2,3,4,5u,
Yt1,2,4,6u and Yt1,2,4,5u, respectively. Similarly, all other non-
leaders can perform the same procedure in order to directly
acquire their required subfiles.

B. Centralized Caching

The system under investigation is the centralized coded
caching system presented in [47]. This system comprises of
a server and K connected users through a shared, error-
free channel. The server contains a library of N files
W1,W2, . . . ,WN each of size F bits. Also, each user has
an amount of cache memory equal to MF bits.

The system operates in two phases, a placement and a
delivery phase. During the placement phase, the users have
free access to the library in order to fill their caches, without
performing any coding on the content. During the delivery
phase, each user makes a demand for a specific file to the
server. Then, the server being the only one having access to
the library, must deliver the requested content as efficiently as
possible by utilizing the shared nature of the channel.

For the delivery phase, also called the prefetching phase,
the authors in [47] utilize a scheme called symmetric batch
prefetching. In the same paper, it is proved that this prefetching
scheme, along with the proposed delivery method therein,
constitutes an information-theoretically optimal way of deliv-
ering the content. Thus, for the rest of this paper, the method
presented in [47] will be called the Information Theoretic
Optimal Delivery Method or ITODM for short. We should
note that ITODM is a complete algorithmic procedure, with
a full specification of the way prefecthing and decoding
are performed, involving specific computational operations.
The characterization of those operations is performed in the
computational analysis presented in Section III.

The key parameter of this algorithm is the quantity t equal
to the ratio of the total cache memory among the users over
the size of the library:

t “
MK

N
. (4)

When this parameter is an integer, t P t0, 1, . . . ,Ku, the
symmetric batch prefetching considers all the sets comprised
of t users:

At “ tAt P 2rKs : |At| “ tu. (5)

Here, rKs “ t1, 2, ...,Ku is the user set, with each user
represented by its unique index, 2rKs is the user powerset,
that is, all the possible user subsets and | ¨ | is the cardinality
of a set. The case where t is not an integer is typically handled
through memory sharing.

If we call the contents of At “t-subsets”, is it easy to see
that there are

|At| “

ˆ

K

t

˙

(6)

t-subsets, equal to the number of ways we can choose t users
out of K.

Then, symmetric batch prefetching breaks up each file in
|At| subfiles of size F

L`

K
t

˘

bit, with each subfile corre-
sponding to a different t-subset, and sends each subfile to
the users in that corresponding t-subset. For simplicity, it is
assumed that F is divisible by

`

K
t

˘

, otherwise, the end of each
file is virtually expanded by appending a suitable number of
zeros. By expressing the library as an N ˆ F bit matrix, the
matrix is broken into |At| columns of size FN{

`

K
t

˘

bit, each
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corresponding to at different t-subset At P At. Each column
is then sent to all the users contained in its t-subset. Since
there are

`

K´1
t´1

˘

subsets containing a user, each user receives
`

K´1
t´1

˘

{
`

K
t

˘

FN “ MF bits fully filling up their cache.
During the delivery phase, each user makes a file request

di P rN s, where rN s “ t1, 2, . . . , Nu. These requests form
the demand vector d “ pd1, d2, . . . dKq P rN sK , on which the
delivery algorithm operates. The delivery algorithm is based on
two key observations. The first is that during the placement
phase, all t-subsets At P At receive a particular column of
the library bit matrix. That means that for any pt ` 1q-subset
At`1 P At`1, each user u P At`1 is requesting a particular
line (i.e. a particular subfile) from the column, which has been
received from the rest of the users in At`1ztuu during the
placement phase. We can name this subfile Wdu,At`1ztuu. So,
all user subfile demands that correspond to a particular pt`1q-
subset can be served at once by XOR-ing the corresponding
subfiles and transmitting the result:

YAt`1
“ ‘

uPAt`1

Wdu,At`1ztuu. (7)

Then, each user in At`1 can recover their requested subfile
by just XOR-ing this transmission with the subfiles they
already have stored in their cache:

Wdu,At`1ztuu “ YAt`1
‘

u1PAt`1ztuu

Wdu1 ,At`1ztu1u. (8)

The second observation is that when the number Ne of
distinct files requested in d is less than the number K of users,
not all transmissions YAt`1 for all pt`1q-subsets At`1 P At`1

need to take place. In particular, it is the realization that
by arbitrarily selecting Ne users U Ă rKs, each with a
distinct request and calling them leaders, any transmission
YAt`1

corresponding to a pt`1q-subset At`1 comprised solely
of non-leaders is redundant. If we call Anl

t`1 the family of
all pt` 1q-subsets comprised solely of non-leaders, the above
means that, in order to have some profit from the commonality
among the user requests, there must be at least one pt ` 1q-
subset in Anl

t`1. In other words, we must have:

K ´ Ne ě t ` 1. (9)

The converse proof given in [47] shows that this condition is
fundamental. Combining these two observations, one reaches
the conclusion that among all

`

K
t`1

˘

pt ` 1q-subsets, only
`

K
t`1

˘

´
`

K´Ne

t`1

˘

correspond to actual transmissions. Since each
transmission is F

L`

K
t

˘

bits long, a rate of

R “

`

K
t`1

˘

´
`

K´Ne

t`1

˘

`

K
t

˘ (10)

is achievable. Notice that F is not included in (10), since
the rate corresponds to transmitted bits per file bit. Also, we
should note that although R is called rate in the literature, it
is, in fact, the transmission load on the channel during the
delivery phase. In other words, the channel should be able to
support a transmission with the rate implied by R or above. In
this sense, we are interested in devising delivery schemes that
make this rate as small as possible. It has been proven [47]

that (10) represents the best possible rate for a centralized
coded caching system with uncoded prefetching. The term
centralized means that during the placement phase, we know
the K users that will be requesting a file.

In the delivery method presented in [47], each omitted
transmission YAt`1

corresponding to a non-leader pt ` 1q-
subset At`1 P Anl

t`1 is computed from the transmitted signals.
This computation involves two constructions. First, the set B
formed by the union of the leader set U and the non-leaders
in At`1:

B “ U Y At`1. (11)

Second, the family VF of V-subsets of B is formed, where
each V-set contains Ne users of B with distinct demands.

VF “

"

V P 2B :
|V| “ Ne,
@u1 ‰ u2 P V du1 ‰ du2

*

, (12)

where 2B is the powerset of B. These V-sets can be generated
by starting with U and then replacing one or more leaders
by one of their non-leaders (having the same request) in B.
Having these two constructions, the authors of [47] prove that
the signal YAt`1 can be computed as

YAt`1 “ ‘
VPVF ztUu

YBzV . (13)

This computation is the main focus of this work. In partic-
ular, we propose an alternative expression of equal computa-
tional cost that instead of generating YAt`1

, it directly gives
the file requested by each user in At`1.

C. Decentralized Caching
The decentralized caching, represents the more realistic

scenario where the number of users that will be requesting
a file during the delivery phase is not known during the
placement phase. As it is shown in [47], assuming a system
with a library of N files, each of size F bit, a random caching
of MF {N bits from each of the N files by each user during
the placement phase is enough to guarantee optimality during
the delivery phase. We do not mention the total number of
users since this does not matter during this phase.

Suppose that during the delivery phase only K users actu-
ally make a request d “ pd1, . . . , dKq. We can denote the set
of these active users as rKs “ t1, 2, ...,Ku, representing each
one of them by a suitable index. Calling the library bits L,
if we examine the way they were transferred to these users
during the random prefetching, we will see that they can be
organized (partitioned) into the following classes

Lj “

"

b P L :
b is cached by exactly
j users among rKs

*

, (14)

for j “ 0, 1, . . . ,K. This collection forms a partition since
any bit in L can be cached either by no user or exactly 1 user
or exactly 2 users, etc. up to exactly K users. Each of these
classes can be further partitioned if we ask the question which
are the particular j users caching a bit of Lj . If Aj P Aj is any
j-subset of the K users, this leads to the following partitioning
within each Lj :

Lj
Aj

“ tb P Lj : bit b is shared among all users in Aju .
(15)
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We can see now that for each j P t0, . . . ,Ku, the situation
is analogous to the case of centralized caching with a file
library Lj being broken to

`

K
j

˘

parts, each corresponding to a
distinct j-subset and being shared among the j users therein.
That means that for any pj ` 1q-subset Aj`1 P Aj`1 each
user u P Aj`1 will be requesting the bits of file Wdu

shared
among the other u1 P Aj`1ztuu users.

So, for each such pj ` 1q-subset Aj`1 P Aj`1, the server
can transmit the signal

YAj`1
“ ‘

uPAj`1

Vdu,At`1ztuu (16)

to accommodate the users in Aj`1. The quantity Vdu,Aj`1ztuu

contains the bits of file Wdu
shared exactly by the j users

in At`1ztuu. A difference from centralized caching is that
the size of each Vdu,Aj`1ztuu in (16) will be different due to
the prefetching being random and so a padding of the smaller
terms with zeros can make the expression computable. Also,
we should note that both the server and each user should be
aware of the bit positions being cached by the other users in
order for the signal in (16) to be computable and decodable.
Thus, some kind of synchronization between the users and
the server should take place. As in centralized caching, if the
number of distinct demands Ne ď K ´ pj ` 1q, the K users
can be split to “leaders” and “non-leaders” and any of the
`

K´Ne

j`1

˘

signals YAj`1 corresponding to the non-leader pj`1q-
subsets Aj`1 P Anl

j`1 can be omitted from transmission, being
derivable from the ones transmitted.

As explained in [52] the number |Lj
Aj

pW q| of bits being
placed in Lj

Aj
and the number of bits |LjpW q| being placed

in Lj will asymptotically almost surely (a.a.s) be:

|LjpW q| “

ˆ

K

j

˙ˆ

M

N

˙j ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙K´j

F ` opF q,

|Lj
Aj

pW q| “

ˆ

M

N

˙j ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙K´j

F ` opF q,

(17)

which are the expressions presented in [47] with the first
being

`

K
j

˘

times bigger than the second, as expected. So,
we see that asymptotically, for any j, the delivery phase
of decentralized caching can be implemented by the same
techniques used in centralized caching. We will use these
expressions in Appendix A-C to calculate the computational
cost of decentralized caching.

Since the bits comprising Vdu,At`1ztuu in (16) are the ones
contained in Lj

Aj`1ztuu
pWdu

q, each transmission YAj`1
will

be |Lj
Aj

pW q| bits long (a.a.s.) as given by (17). Multiplying
this with the number

`

K
j`1

˘

´
`

K´Ne

j`1

˘

of actual transmissions,
summing over all j and dividing by F gives a rate of

R “
N ´ M

N

˜

1 ´

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙Ne
¸

. (18)

So, we observe that, even though the prefetching is random
and the delivery phase transmissions are of varying size, in
the limit of large file sizes F the statistic behavior becomes
much more tractable. This allows us to explicitly compute the

transmission load per file bit. We will utilize this emerging be-
havior to compute the computational benefits of our proposed
decoding method for decentralized caching.

III. COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF ITODM

A. Centralized Caching

In this section, we provide a computational analysis of
ITODM presented in [47]. We start by defining the term
compuational cost that we are using throughout this paper.

Definition 1: We define as computational cost of a calcu-
lation, the number of XOR operations performed during this
calculation.

We are interested in deriving the computational cost of a
leader Cl, the computational cost for an non-leader in order
to compute the non-transmitted subfiles from the transmitted
ones Cnt

nl as well as the total computational cost for a non-
leader Cnl. We use the symbols | ¨ |c and | ¨ |s to refer to
the computational cost and the number of bits, respectively.
So, for example, if A, B and C are three bit blocks of size
|A|s “ |B|s “ |C|s “ n bit, then XOR-ing these three blocks,
will require the execution of |A ‘ B ‘ C|c “ 2n instructions
(or XORs at the bit level).

We would like to clarify here that by computational cost, we
do not mean the computational complexity of the correspond-
ing task, in the sense of the theoretically optimal algorithm
to perform that task, neither we mean the complexity class of
that tasks. We merely mean, the number of XOR operations a
computer would perform in order to complete the calculation
by following the steps laid out by the corresponding algorithm,
which is typically higher than the theoretical minimum. So,
for example, when studying the XOR operation among m bit
blocks of size n, A1 ‘ ... ‘ Ak, there may be the case that
there are some symmetries or common features among them
that may allow for the operation’s result to be completed in
fewer that pm ´ 1qn XORs. However, if such provision is
not stated in the algorithm or recognized somehow during its
execution, as typically is the case for this work and the broader
coded caching literature, we consider the computational cost
to be pm ´ 1qn.

We would further like to explain that both in this section as
well as the rest of the paper, we are interested in the compu-
tational analysis of the decoding algorithms, as presented in
the literature. In particular, we do not take into account any
additional implementation details like the cost for reading from
system inputs or writing to outputs. We also do not take into
account the process of merging the individual subfiles into a
single file once their decoding phase is completed as this falls
outside the scope of the decoding algorithm itself. Any such
merging process should be able to complete within F steps.
Should one wishes to account for such a process, it shouldn’t
alter our results by more than an additive term of F .

Theorem 1: In a centralized coded caching system with
symmetric batch prefetching, the total computational cost for
a leader under ITODM is given by

Cl “

ˆ

K ´ 1

t

˙

Ft
`

K
t

˘ , (19)
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or equivalently

Cl “

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙

MKF

N
. (20)

Proof: Under ITODM, all transmissions relevant to a
leader u P U take place. The number of those transmissions
equals the number of pt` 1q-subsets At`1 P At`1 containing
the user u. But this is the number of t-subsets At P At that
do not contain the user u. So there will be

|tAt`1 P At`1 : u P At`1u| “ |tAt P At : u R Atu|

“

ˆ

K ´ 1

t

˙

(21)

transmissions relative to leader u.
Let YAt`1 be one such transmission. In order for u to

recover the subfile Wdu,At`1ztuu, YAt`1
must be XORed with

all the subfiles Wdu1 ,At`1ztu1u requested by the other users
u1 P At`1ztuu that are already present in u’s cache, as
illustrated in (8). There are |At`1ztuu| “ t such subfiles so
there will be t block-XORs with each block having a size of
|Wdu,At`1ztuu| “ F

L`

K
t

˘

bit. So the computational cost of
decoding the subfile Wdu,At`1ztuu will be

CpWdu,At`1ztuuq “

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

YAt`1
‘

u1PAt`1ztuu

Wdu1 ,At`1ztu1u

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

c

“
Ft
`

K
t

˘ .

(22)

Since there are
`

K´1
t

˘

such subfiles that need decoding, the
total computational cost for a leader will be expressed by (19)
or, substituting the binomial coefficients, by (20).

Finding an expression for the total computational cost of a
non-leader unl P rKsztUu is not so straightforward since for
different non-leader subsets At`1 P Anl

t`1, the computation
of YAt`1

according to (13) has different computational costs.
Nevertheless, due to the importance of such a quantity, we
make an attempt to derive an expression for it starting from the
cost of calculating the subfile Wd

unl,At`1ztunlu
that is shared

among the non-leaders in At`1ztunlu.
In order to give an exact expression for this computational

cost, we will use some additional terminology introduced in
[47]. If At`1 is a non-leader set, then the corresponding B “

U Y At`1 is partitioned into sets of users having the same
demand. We will call these sets the “tail” of the corresponding
leader.

Definition 2: For any non-leader set At`1 and any leader
u P B “ U Y At`1 we define the tail of this leader as

Bu “ tx P B : du “ dxu. (23)

Using this definition, it is easy to see that each V-set in
(12) is, in fact, a selection of users among the different tails,
taking one from each tail. Thus, we have that

VF » Bu1 ˆ Bu2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ BuNe
. (24)

The symbol “»” is used to show that the two sets are not
actually equal, but can be put in an one-to-one correspondence.
As a matter of fact, if we change the tuple structure to that

of a subset (by dropping the ordering), then the two become
equal. We can now state the following theorem.

Theorem 2: In a centralized coded caching system with
symmetric batch prefetching, let At`1 be a set comprised
of non-leaders. The computational cost for a non-leader
unl P rKsztUu under ITODM for decoding a specific subfile
Wd

unl,At`1ztunlu
shared among the other non-leaders u1 P

At`1ztuu is

Cnl

´

Wd
unl,At`1ztunlu

¯

“
`

|VF | ´ 2
˘ F
`

K
t

˘ `
Ft
`

K
t

˘ , (25)

where |VF | “
ź

uPU
|Bu|.

Proof: According to ITODM, the computation of
Wd

unl,At`1ztunlu
is done in two parts. The first part is com-

puting the signal YAt`1
from the actual transmissions using

(13). This computation involves |VF ztUu| “ |VF | ´ 1 signals
and thus needs |VF | ´ 2 block-XORs. Each block has size
|YAt`1

|s “ F
L`

K
t

˘

bits which leads to the first summand of
(25).

The second step has to do with decoding the actual subfile
Wd

unl,At`1ztunlu
from the computed signal YAt`1

. This step
is the same as the corresponding one for a leader, so its
computational cost is given directly from (22), leading to
the second summand of (25). The expression for |VF | comes
directly from (24).

We can now proceed with our attempt for a total characteri-
zation of the computational cost of a non-leader for a particular
demand vector. For this, we will use the following definitions.

Definition 3: Let d P rN sK a demand vector with Ne

distinct file requests and U the leader set. We call the set Qui

of the non-leaders requesting the same file as leader ui P U
the pure tail of this leader.

Qui
“ tu P rKszU : lpuq “ uiu, (26)

where lpuq signifies the leader of u.
The difference between a tail Bui and a pure tail Qui is

that the former contains the leader ui while the latter contains
just the non-leaders. In other words Bui

“ tuiu Y Qui
. For

the rest of this section, without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.)
we assume that the non-leader we are interested in belongs in
Qu1 , or equivalently that lpunlq “ u1. This will simplify our
expressions while still covering the general case with a simple
renaming of the users. It also means that while the cardinality
of the other pure tails can be between 0 and K ´Ne ´ 1, the
cardinality of Qu1

is between 1 and K ´ Ne.
Definition 4: For demand vector d P rN sK and leader set

U , we call Wpunlq the set of all non-leader pt ` 1q-sets that
contain user unl.

Wpunlq “ tAt`1 P Anl
t`1 : unl P At`1u. (27)

It is easy to see that |Wpunlq| “
`

K´Ne´1
t

˘

. Since user unl

is always selected by definition, when forming a set At`1 P

Wpunlq we get to choose only t among K ´ Ne ´ 1 non-
leaders. We can understand that after transmission has taken
place, the non-leader unl is missing exactly the subfiles that
correspond to the sets in Wpunlq.
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Definition 5: Let At`1 P Wpunlq. We call the vector
p|Bu1 |, . . . , |BuNe

|q the profile of At`1.
Since lpunlq “ 1, we have |Bu1

| P t2, . . . , |Qu1
| `1u while

for the rest we have |Bui
| P t1, . . . , |Qui

| ` 1u.
All subfiles Wd

unl,At`1ztunlu
coming from sets At`1 that

have the same profile have the same computational costs given
by (25). The following theorem gives the number of non-leader
sets At`1 P Wpunlq that have a particular profile.

Theorem 3: Let

pk1, . . . , kNeq P t0, . . . , |Qu1 | ´ 1u

Ne
ą

i“2

t0, . . . , |Qui |u

such that k1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kNe “ t. The number of At`1 P Wpunlq

having profile pk1 ` 2, k2 ` 1, . . . , kNe ` 1q is
ˆ

|Qu1 | ´ 1

k1

˙ˆ

|Qu2 |

k2

˙

. . .

ˆ

|QuNe
|

kNe

˙

. (28)

Proof: For i ‰ 1, since the pure tail of leader ui has
|Qui | elements, there are

`

|Qui
|

ki

˘

ways to choose ki of them.
For i “ 1, user unl is always chosen by definition. That leaves
the rest |Qu1

| ´ 1 non-leaders among which k1 are chosen
which can be done in

`

|Qu1
|´1

k1

˘

different ways. Thus, the total
number of non-leader sets At`1 P Wpunlq that we can form
with the particular profile is given by the product of the above
binomial coefficients.

Now we are in a position to calculate the total computational
cost for the non-leader unl needed for deriving the non-
transmitted subfiles from the transmitted ones by summing
(25) over all At`1 P Wpunlq, in effect proving the following
theorem.

Theorem 4: Suppose a centralized caching scheme with
symmetric batch prefetching and a demand vector d with
Ne leaders whose pure tail sizes are |Qui |, i P t1, . . . , Neu.
Under ITODM, the total computational cost of a non-leader
unl, whose (w.l.o.g.) leader is u1, for computing the non-
transmitted subfiles from the transmitted ones is

Cnt
nl “ S

F
`

K
t

˘ `

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1

t

˙

F pt ´ 2q
`

K
t

˘ , (29)

where

S “
ÿ

pk1,...,kNeqPR
k1`¨¨¨`kNe

“t

ˆ

|Qu1 | ´ 1

k1

˙ˆ

|Qu2
|

k2

˙

. . .

ˆ

|QuNe
|

kNe

˙

ˆ pk1 ` 2qpk2 ` 1q . . . pkNe
` 1q,

(30)

or equivalently

S “

minpt,Neq
ÿ

l“0

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1 ´ l

t ´ l

˙

ˆ

˜

ÿ

1ăi2ă¨¨¨ăilďNe

p|Qu1 | ´ 1q |Qui2
| . . . |Quil

|

` 2
ÿ

1ăi1ă¨¨¨ăilďNe

|Qui1
| . . . |Quil

|

¸

,

(31)

and

R “ t0, . . . , |Qu1 | ´ 1u

Ne
ą

i“2

t0, . . . , |Qui |u. (32)

Furthermore, the total computational cost for this non-leader
in order to fully recover their requested subfiles is

Cnl “

ˆ

K ´ 1

t

˙

Ft
`

K
t

˘ `

„

S ´ 2

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1

t

˙ȷ

F
`

K
t

˘ . (33)

As we expected, the expression for this computational cost
is quite complicated due to the many factors affecting the
end result. These are K, t, Ne and the sizes of all pure tails
|Qui | for ui P U , with Ne and the pure tail sizes ultimately
depending on the demand vector d. The main difficulty lies
in calculating the factor S appearing in the above theorem
in which the effect of the pure tail sizes |Qui

| is taken into
account. A further study of this term, simplifying (30) to (31)
is performed in Appendix A-A.

Finally, the expression (33) for the total computational cost
of a non-leader can be easily derived from (29) but taking into
account the fact that the cost for decoding each transmitted
subfile is given by (22) as well as the fact that the number
of the total transmitted subfiles requested by unl are

`

K´1
t

˘

´
`

K´Ne´1
t

˘

.

B. Decentralized Caching

For simplicity, we will assume that the choice of leaders
and non-leaders is the same among all centralized instances
of decentralized caching. In other words, the users selected
as leaders remain constant throughout the whole transmission
process. This is an assumption that places a big computational
burden on the users chosen as non-leaders. Alternate scenarios
that seek to distribute the extra computational burden of being
a non-leader among the users may offer a more balanced com-
putational load between the users. However, this assumption
is the simplest one can make regarding this issue and provides
a solid starting point for such further analyses, which makes
it quite important to study.

Extending the previous section analysis to decentralized
caching, the exact computational cost for this scheme is given
in the two following theorems, that correspond to theorems
(1) and (4) of the previous section.

Theorem 5: In a decentralized coded caching system with
symmetric batch prefetching, the total computational cost for
a leader under ITODM is

Cdec
l “ pK ´ 1q

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙

MF

N
` opF q. (34)

Proof: Since decentralized caching is comprised of mul-
tiple instances of centralized caching, we can sum up the
computational cost of a leader over all these instances. The
computational cost of a single instance of centralized caching
is given by (20) after we substitute F with the equivalent file
size given by (17).
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So the total computational cost for a leader will be

Cdec
l “

K´1
ÿ

j“0

ˆ

K ´ 1

j

˙

|LjpW q|j
`

K
j

˘

“

K´1
ÿ

j“0

ˆ

K ´ 1

j

˙ˆ

M

N

˙j ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙K´j

jF.

(35)

Taking the term 1 ´ M
N out of the sum and using the

formula [63] for the expected value the binomial distribution
B pK ´ 1,M{Nq we reach (34) after plugging in the term
opF q that we omitted for simplicity.

Theorem 6: Suppose a decentralized caching scheme and
a demand vector d with Ne leaders whose pure tail sizes are
|Qui |, i P t1, . . . , Neu. Under ITODM, the total computational
cost of a non-leader unl, whose (w.l.o.g.) leader is u1, for
deriving the non-transmitted subfiles from the transmitted ones
is

Cdec,nt
nl “

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙Ne`1

F

ˆ

˜

ˆ

M

N
p|Qu1

| ´ 1q ` 2

˙ Ne
ź

i“2

ˆ

M

N
|Qui

| ` 1

˙

`
M

N
pK ´ Ne ´ 1q ´ 2

¸

` opF q.

(36)

Furthermore, the total computational cost for this non-leader
in order to fully recover their requested subfiles is

Cdec
nl “

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙Ne`1

F

ˆ

˜

ˆ

M

N
p|Qu1 |´1q`2

˙ Ne
ź

i“2

ˆ

M

N
|Qui |`1

˙

´2

¸

` pK ´ 1q

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙

MF

N
` opF q.

(37)
Proof: See Appendix A-B for (36) and Appendix A-C

for (37).
As before, these results depend on K, Ne, M , N , F and the

pure tail sizes |Qui | for ui P U , with Ne and pure tail sizes
ultimately depending on the demand vector d. Interestingly,
although these results depend on a big number of parameters,
they are quite compact. This becomes more evident when
they are compared to the corresponding expressions (29) and
(33) for the computational cost in the centralized caching
scheme, which are quite more complicated, even if we use
the simplified form of (31) for the term S. This fact bares
the question of whether it could be possible to devise a
different but still information-theoretically equivalent scheme
for decentralized caching that could be more suited as the basic
paradigm of coded caching with uncoded prefetching instead
of the centralized one.

C. Performance Metrics
1) Centralized Caching: The problem with (29) and (33) is

that, although they fully capture the corresponding computa-
tional costs involved with a particular demand vector, they

implicate quite a big number of parameters, namely K, t,
Ne and the sizes of all pure tails |Qui | for ui P U . This
makes the use of these expressions for any comparison or
general characterization purposes overly specific and quite
subjective (pending on the parameter choices one opts for)
to bare any particular significance. Thus, in order to create
suitable performance metrics for centralized caching we would
like to have a more objective criterion. We would also like to
have some expressions that would be more meaningful and
representative of the big number of different values S can
take.

One approach to do this would be to average all the pure
tail sizes out. In other words, we can take into account all
the different choices we have for the parameters |Qui

| for a
given number Ne of different requests and then calculate the
average value of S. This is what we try to do in Appendix
B-A and, after some manipulations and the use of a mathemat-
ical formula proven in Appendix C, we reach the following
expression.

S̄“

`

K´2
Ne´1`t

˘

`

K´2
Ne´1

˘

„ˆ

2Ne ´ 1 ` t

t

˙

`

ˆ

2Ne ´ 2 ` t

t

˙ȷ

(38)

Note that Ne no longer depends on a particular demand
vector d as it has become itself a free parameter of the
expression.

Substituting this in (29) yields the averaged computational
cost of a non-leader in order to compute the non-transmitted
files from the transmitted ones.

C̄nt
nl “ S̄

F
`

K
t

˘ `

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1

t

˙

F pt ´ 2q
`

K
t

˘ , (39)

.
Further, substituting S̄ in (33) gives us the averaged com-

putational cost for a non-leader.

C̄nl “

ˆ

K ´ 1

t

˙

Ft
`

K
t

˘ `

„

S̄ ´ 2

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1

t

˙ȷ

F
`

K
t

˘ , (40)

Both of these expression suit our stated requirements for a
meaningful metric of the corresponding computational costs.

We must stress here that these expressions are the average
over all values of S for the different choices of |Qui | given Ne

and express the corresponding average of the computational
cost of a non-leader with respect to these values. They does
not express the expected computational cost of a non-leader.
The reason for this is that in deriving (38) we did not account
for the multiple different requests leading to the same pure
tail sizes. Also, such an expected value would require the
assumption of a particular scheme by which leaders and non-
leaders are assigned during different transmissions. Only then
would one be able to compute the expectation with respect to
that particular scheme. We see that seeking for an expected
computational cost characterization not only makes the analy-
sis more complicated but also re-introduces a particular level
of subjectivity (the choice of the assignment scheme) that we
are trying to avoid.
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2) Decentralized Caching: Like we did for centralized
caching, we would like a more representative expression of the
different values Cdec

nl and Cdec,nt
nl can take when the pure tail

sizes |Qui
|, with ui P U , range among their possible choices

for specific K, Ne, M , N and F . As we discussed in the
previous section, one way to do it would be to average out the
pure tail sizes in the term

Sdec “

ˆ

M

N
p|Qu1 | ´ 1q ` 2

˙ Ne
ź

i“2

ˆ

M

N
|Qui | ` 1

˙

. (41)

Again, we have removed the dependence of Ne on the
particular demand vector d as we are interested in averaging
out this expression with respect to the pure tail sizes, which
is dependent on a specific demand vector.

Doing so will give us the following result:

S̄dec “ 2F1

ˆ

´Ne,´K ` Ne ` 1
Ne

;
M

N

˙

` 2F1

ˆ

´Ne ` 1,´K ` Ne ` 1
Ne

;
M

N

˙

.

(42)

In this expression, 2F1 is the Gaussian hypergeometric func-
tion [64]. The derivation of the above formula is performed in
Appendix B-B.

Substituting this in (36) and (37) we reach the following
performance metrics corresponding to the averaged computa-
tional cost of a non-leader for computing the non-transmitted
subfiles from the transmitted ones

C̄dec,nt
nl “

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙Ne`1

F

ˆ

ˆ

S̄dec `
M

N
pK ´ Ne ´ 1q ´ 2

˙

` opF q,

(43)

and the averaged computational cost of a non-leader C̄dec
nl for

the whole decoding process

C̄dec
nl “

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙Ne`1

F
`

S̄dec ´ 2
˘

` pK ´ 1q

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙

MF

N
` opF q.

(44)

IV. PROPOSED DECODING METHOD

A. Method Description for Centralized Caching

In this section, we propose an alternative way for a non-
leader unl P rKsztUu to decode the subfile of interest
Wd

unl,At`1ztunlu
for any pt ` 1q-subset At`1 comprised of

non-leaders. Using this method, the non-leader will perform a
direct computation of the subfile from previous leader-related
transmissions without having to compute the signal YAt`1

as it is normally done in [47]. Moreover, we show that the
computational cost of this new method is equal to the cost
of computing YAt`1 , thus saving the last step of figuring
out Wd

unl,At`1ztunlu
from YAt`1

. We first show the following
lemma.

Lemma 1: Assume a coded caching system with N files of
size F , K users and MF cache size per user where symmetric

batch prefetching is used and t “ MK
N P t0, 1, . . .Ku. For any

demand vector d “ pd1, . . . , dKq with Ne ď K ´ t ´ 1, any
leader set U “ tu1, . . . , uNeu, any pt ` 1q-non-leader subset
At`1 P Anl

t`1 and any non-leader unl P At`1 we have

‘
VPVF

unlPV

YBzV ‘
VPVF

unlRV

Wd
unl,BzpVYtunluq

“ 0, (45)

where B “ U Y At`1 and VF is the family of V-sets of B,
each containing Ne users from B with each one requesting a
different file.

Proof: We shall begin the proof by examining the very
important Lemma 1 of [47] stating that

‘
VPVF

YBzV “ 0. (46)

This expression is derived by showing that every subfile
participating in the above XOR appears exactly twice. We can
separate the XOR operations according to whether the user
unl is contained in the sets V P VF or not, i.e.,

‘
VPVF

unlPV

YBzV ‘
VPVF

unlRV

YBzV “ 0. (47)

Further, the rightmost group of XOR can be re-written as

‘
VPVF

unlRV

YBzV “ ‘
VPVF

unlRV

‘
xPBzV

Wdx,BzpVYtxuq

“ ‘
VPVF

unlRV

‘
xPBzV
x‰unl

Wdx,BzpVYtxuq‘Wd
unl ,BzpVYtunluq.

(48)

In the above expression, the subfiles Wdx,BzpVYtxuq are
exactly the subfiles cached by user unl. Since, these files only
appear here and the total XOR in (47) equals 0, each of these
must appear exactly twice. This means we can remove them
from the XOR and get

‘
VPVF

unlRV

YBzV “ ‘
VPVF

unlRV

Wd
unl ,BzpVYtunluq. (49)

We can see this rigorously by studying the term

A “ ‘
VPVF

unlRV

‘
xPBzV
x‰unl

Wdx,BzpVYtxuq (50)

and forming an argument similar to proof for Lemma 1 in [47].
In particular, the tails Bu “ tx P B : dx “ duu of the leaders
u P U partition the set B and the sets VF can be decomposed
as

VF “
␣

tyu Y V 1 | y P Bu,V 1 P Vu

(

. (51)

In (51), VF
u is the family of the sets formed by selecting one

user from each tail in B except Bu, i.e.,

VF
u “

"

V P 2BzBu :
|V| “ Ne - 1,
@u1 ‰ u2 P V du1

‰ du2

*

. (52)

These facts, allow us to perform the following manipulations

A “ ‘
uPU

‘
VPVF

unlRV

‘
xPBXBuzV

x‰unl

Wdx,BzpVYtxuq

“ ‘
uPU

‘
V1PVF

u
unlRV1

‘
yPBu
y‰unl

‘
xPBuztyu

Wdx,BzpV 1Ytx,yuq

“ ‘
uPU

‘
V1PVF

u
unlRV1

‘
px,yqPB2

u
x‰y‰unl

‘Wdx,BzpV 1Ytx,yuq “ 0,

(53)
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completing the proof.

We can now state the following theorem that provides the
means of directly calculating the subfile Wd

unl,At`1
.

Theorem 7: Assume a coded caching system with N files of
size F , K users and MF cache size per user where symmetric
batch prefetching is used and t “ MK

N P t0, 1, . . .Ku. For any
demand vector d “ pd1, . . . , dKq with Ne ď K ´ t ´ 1, any
leader set U “ tu1, . . . , uNeu, any pt ` 1q-non-leader subset
At`1 P Anl

t`1 and any non-leader unl P At`1 the requested
subfile Wd

unl,At`1
is given by

Wd
unl,At`1ztunlu

“ ‘
VPVF

unlPV

YBzV ‘
VPVF ztUu

unlRV

Wd
unl,BzpVYtunluq

.

(54)
Proof: We note that

Wd
unl,At`1ztunlu

“ Wd
unl,BzpUYtunluq

, (55)

which means that the subfile Wd
unl,At`1ztunlu

is already
present in (45). Hence, from (45), by isolating the term (55)
we get (54).

We should note that all the terms in the right hand side
of (54) are either transmitted signals or subfiles requested by
unl that are directly computable from the transmitted signals.
This allows the non-leader unl to compute any subfile still
missing from their requested file after all the leader-related
transmissions have taken place.

B. Computational Analysis

In this section, we analyze the computational cost of our
proposed decoding method. First, we should note that both our
proposed method and ITODM in [47] coincide when decoding
the subfiles Wd

unl,At`1ztunlu
come from actual transmissions

YAt`1
where there is at least one leader in At`1. So the

computational cost for these files is the same and is given by
(22). For the rest of the subfiles requested by unl the cost of
computing them from previous transmissions and the subfiles
collected from these transmissions is given by the following
theorem.

Theorem 8: For any non-leader unl P rKsztUu and any non-
leader pt ` 1q-subset At`1, the cost of computing the subfile
Wd

unl,At`1ztunlu
is given by

Cnl

´

Wd
unl,At`1ztunlu

¯

“
`

|VF | ´ 2
˘ F
`

K
t

˘ . (56)

Proof: In order to find the cost of computing
Wd

unl,At`1ztunlu
we count the number of XORs needed to

compute (54). From (24) we have that
ˇ

ˇ

␣

V P VF : unl P V
(
ˇ

ˇ “
ˇ

ˇ

␣

V 1 P VF
unl : u

nl P V
(
ˇ

ˇ

“
|VF |

|Bu0
|

, (57)

ˇ

ˇ

␣

V P VF : unl R V
(
ˇ

ˇ “ |VF | ´
ˇ

ˇ

␣

V 1 P VF
unl : u

nl P V
(
ˇ

ˇ

“
|Bu0

| ´ 1

|Bu0 |
|VF |.

(58)

So the number of XORs inside each of the two block-XORs
of (54) will be

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

‘
VPVF

unlPV

YBzV

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

c

“

ˆ

|VF |

|Bu0 |
´ 1

˙

F
`

K
t

˘ , (59)

and
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

‘
VPVF ztUu

unlRV

Wd
unl,BzVYtunlu

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

c

“

ˆ

|Bu0 | ´ 1

|Bu0
|

|VF | ´ 2

˙

F
`

K
t

˘ .

(60)
Summing those up, and taking into account that we have one

more block-XOR between these two parts of (54), introducing
F
L`

K
t

˘

additional bit XORs, we reach (56).
Comparing (56) to (25) we can see that the proposed

decoding method requires Ft{
`

K
t

˘

fewer XORs than ITODM
per non-leader pt ` 1q-subset. Given that the number of non-
leader pt ` 1q-subsets At`1 P Anl

t`1 containing a particular
non-leader unl is
ˇ

ˇ

␣

At`1 P Anl
t`1 : unl P At`1

(
ˇ

ˇ “
ˇ

ˇ

␣

At P Anl
t : unl R At

(
ˇ

ˇ

“

ˆ

K ´ Neq ´ 1

t

˙

(61)

we can state the following corollary.
Corollary 1: A non-leader using (54) to compute the re-

quested subfiles Wd
unl,At`1ztunlu

corresponding to all At`1 P

Anl
t`1 will have a total saving of

Snl “

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1

t

˙

Ft
`

K
t

˘ (62)

XORs compared to ITODM.
Since there are K ´ Ne non-leaders, we also get that the

total computational savings throughout the whole system will
be given by the following corollary.

Corollary 2: The total computational savings of using (54)
throughout the system will be

S “
`

K ´ Ne

˘

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1

t

˙

Ft
`

K
t

˘

“

ˆ

K ´ Ne

t ` 1

˙

Ftpt ` 1q
`

K
t

˘

(63)

XORs compared to ITODM.

C. Extension to decentralized caching

The proposed decoding method finds applicability in any
scenario that the centralized coded caching with uncoded
prefetching appears in some form. In this section, we show
how the previous results extend to the case of decentralized
caching with uncoded prefetching and derive the correspond-
ing computational savings per user as well as throughout the
system.

In subsection II-C we have seen that the delivery phase of
a decentralized system consists of multiple delivery phases.
Each phase is equivalent to the delivery phase of a cen-
tralized caching system with file size |Lj

Aj
pW q| (a.a.s.) for
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j P t0, 1, . . . ,Ku. Also, for each j P t1, 2, . . . ,K ´ Ne ´ 1u

there will be non-leader sets Aj`1 whose corresponding
transmissions will not take place but instead will be computed
from the ones that do take place. For each such non-leader set,
a non-leader could apply our proposed decoding method using
(54) and save the number of computational operations given by
Corollary 1. Summing up these computational savings for all
j P t1, . . . ,K ´ Ne ´ 1u will yield the total computational
savings of a non-leader unl for the decentralized caching
system.

Theorem 9: In a decentralized caching scheme with uncoded
prefetching, a non-leader using (54) to compute the requested
subfiles Vd

unl,At`1ztunlu
corresponding to all non-leader pj `

1q-subsets Aj`1 P Anl
j`1 for all j P t1, 2, . . . ,K ´ Ne ´ 1u,

will have a total computational saving of

Sdec
nl “ pK ´ Ne ´ 1q

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙Ne`1
MF

N
` opF q (64)

XOR operations (a.a.s.).
Proof: This quantity equals the term S2 in the proof of

(36) and is given by (90) after repositioning the term opF q

that was stripped away for simplicity.
Again, since there are K ´ Ne non-leaders, we have the

following corollary.
Corollary 3: The (a.a.s.) total computational savings of

using (54) throughout a decentralized caching system with
uncoded prefetching will be

Sdec “ pK ´ Neq pK ´ Ne ´ 1q

ˆ

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙Ne`1
MF

N
` opF q

(65)

XOR operations relative to ITODM.

V. COMPARISON

A. Centralized Caching

In this section, we would like to compare the efficiency of
the centrilized ITODM scheme with the one we propose in
this paper.

In order to compare ITODM with our proposed method, we
calculate the relative computational improvement, defined as

a “
Snl

C̄nl
. (66)

The numerator is the total computational savings coming
from using our proposed method, given in (62). The denomi-
nator is the average computational cost of the ITODM for the
particular K, t and Ne given by (40). An important point that
we have to clarify for this and the next sections is that although
the value of a (and the other relative improvements we will
examine) seems to be dependent on a particular demand vector
d, it is in fact dependent only on the value Ne of the demand
vector, making each value characteristic of the broad class of
different demand vectors having the same Ne. That is why
we dropped the dependence of the numerator on d to avoid
giving the wrong impression that the results are specific to a
single demand vector d. Note, also that the numerator depends
only on K, t and Ne, making it suitable for our comparison.

We do not mention the dependence with respect to F , as it is
canceled out.

First, we will examine a small user case. Supposing we have
K “ 30 users and plotting a against Ne for various values of t,
we get the results displayed in Fig. 3a. Note that the different
plots have different endpoints. That is because, for a specific
K and a specific t, Ne is allowed to vary up to K ´ t ´ 1
that is the highest value for which there are non-transmitted
subsets and the ITODM can profit from our proposed method.
We observe here a significant computational improvement for
most kinds of requests. As the number of users t sharing the
same information gets higher and as the number of distinct
file requests Ne increases, this improvement becomes lower.
Overall, we can see that for the small user case the proposed
method can contribute significantly to the reduction of the
computational cost of decoding the requested subfiles.

Next, we will examine the other end, which is a large user
case. If we set K “ 300 and plot a against Ne for various
values of t we will get Fig. 3b. The first impression here is
similar to the small user case. We have high gains for the
smaller values of t and Ne that decrease as these parameters
get higher. The important difference is that while in the small
user case, the parameter t could get as high as K ´ 2 “ 28
(otherwise there are no non-transmitted subfiles), in the large
user case, the parameter t can get as high as K ´ 2 “ 298.
That means that only for a small region of arrangements,
we actually have significant computational gains. This region
contains the cases where the total cache memory of the users
(KMF ) is not much larger than the library size (NF ). Thus,
we can conclude that even for a large user set, the proposed
computational method yields significant computational gains
as long as the total cache memory of the system remains close
in scale with the total library size (keeping the parameter
t below 10). For larger total user cache sizes, the sheer
amount of the transmissions that take place in the derivation
of the non-transmitted subfiles is so big, that overshadows any
computational benefit their direct computation offered by our
method has, compared to ITODM.

Another interesting comparison we can make is to study
the improvement in the computational cost related to the
derivation of the non-transmitted files from the transmitted
ones. The difference is that this quantity does not include
the cost for decoding the transmitted subfiles and can give
us a more direct glimpse of the improvement in the actual
calculation that takes place with respect to this derivation.
Also, for the same reason, this quantity can be thought of as
an upper bound for a. We can define this relative improvement
as

ant “
Snl

C̄nt
nl

. (67)

Again, the numerator is given by (62) and represents the total
computational gains of the proposed method. Also, the denom-
inator is the average of the computational cost of deriving the
non-transmitted subfiles from the transmitted ones for specific
K, t and Ne given by (39). Plotting ant for the small and
large user cases we had before, gives us the results presented
in Fig. 4a and 4b. The main characteristics are similar to the
previous plots of a and the comments we did there apply here
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(a) Small User Case (K “ 30).
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(b) Large User Case (K “ 300).

Fig. 3: Relative computational improvement of a non-leader
when fully decoding their requested file. For the small user
case, a significant improvement is observed for most kinds
of requests. For the large user case, we have a significant
improvement in a region where the aggregate cache memory
of the users is close in scale (less than 10 times) to the size
of the library.

as well. However, a major effect that we did not observe in a
is the presence of an asymptotic behavior. What these graphs
show is that as K gets larger, increasing the number of distinct
requests Ne leads to a steady, non-vanishing improvement in
the computational cost of deriving the non-transmitted subfiles.
We can find an expression for this asymptotic value by letting
K go to infinity while replacing Ne with its end value K´t´1.
Doing so and using’s Stirling’s approximation [65] for the
factorial leads us, after some straight forward manipulations,
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(a) Small User Case (K “ 30).
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(b) Large User Case (K “ 30).

Fig. 4: Relative computational improvement of a non-leader
when deriving their untransmitted subfiles from the transmitted
ones. The major new characteristic we observe here is the
presence of an asymptotic behavior having an exponential drop
with respect to the parameter t.

to the following expression

antl “
t

2t`1
. (68)

This expression corresponds to the exponential drop in the
relative computational improvement we see in these figures
and contributes to our understanding of the rapid decrease of
the total computational improvement we observed in Fig. 3b
for the large user case where this asymptotic behavior gets a
chance to be fully expressed.

The fact that XOR operations are readily translatable to
energy demands allows us to directly translate all the previous
computational improvements to corresponding improvements
in the system’s energy profile. In other words, we can view a
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and ant either as relative computational improvements or as
relative improvements in energy efficiency. We would like to
close this subsection by performing one more comparison that
will allow us to appreciate the impact of the proposed method
on the energy efficiency of the whole system.

In particular, we will examine the following relative im-
provement

r “
S

C̄t
. (69)

The numerator is the total computational savings coming
from the proposed method throughout the system, given by
(63). The denominator is the total computational cost among
all leaders and non-leaders, and is given by

C̄t “ NeCl ` pK ´ NeqC̄nl, (70)

where Cl is given by (19) or (20) and C̄n,nl by (33) if we
replace the S term with its average S̄ given in (38). Note
that, as we did before, the computational cost for a non-
leader is averaged out with respect to the pure tail sizes. This
relative improvement is not very interesting from a computa-
tional point of view, as it expresses an improvement among
computations that happen in parallel among the different users.
However, it is very interesting from the energy consumption
point of view, as is expresses the relative improvement in the
energy consumed by the users as they perform their decoding
task, which is an important figure of merit in the system’s
energy profile.

Plotting r against Ne for the small (K=30) and large
(K=300) user cases, gives us the results displayed in Fig.
5a and 5b. We observe that r displays a similar behavior as
a. In particular, in the small user case, the relative energy
consumption has a significant improvement for most demands.
It becomes lower as the number of users t sharing the same
information gets higher and as the number of distinct requests
Ne increases. In the large user case, the improvement is more
pronounced in the region of small t corresponding to the cases
where the total cache memory of the users (KMF ) is not
much larger than the library size (NF ).

This similarity in behavior between r and a was expected
since the system is naturally expected to benefit more when the
separate non-leader users benefit more and vice versa, which
is another expression of the imbalance in the computational
burden between the leaders and the non-leaders.

B. Decentralized Caching

We proceed now to examine the relative computational
improvement as we did for centralized caching. Again, we
can define this quantity to be

adec “
Sdec
nl

C̄dec
nl

. (71)

Here, Sdec
nl is the computational improvement of our pro-

posed method for the decentralized caching, given by (64)
and C̄dec

nl the average computational cost of the decentralized
ITODM for the particular K given by (44). As before, we do
not take the dependence on F into account, as for adequately
large values, it is practically canceled out.
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Fig. 5: Relative improvement in the energy consumed by the
users during the delivery phase. The behavior here is similar to
a. For the small user case, we have a significant improvement
for most kinds of request while for the large user case, we
have a significant improvement in a region where the aggregate
cache memory of the users is close in scale (less than 10 times)
to the size of the library.

Examining first the small user case (K “ 30), plotting
adec against Ne for different user-over-libary (M{N ) ratios,
we get the results displayed in Fig. 6a, where we see some
quite different behavior from what we had in centralized
caching. What we observe here is that as long as the individual
user caches MF are small compared to the total library size
NF , our proposed method yields significant computational
benefits compared to the decentralized ITODM for all kinds
of demands.

In Fig. 6b we plot the adec for the large user case (K “ 300)
and we observe the same behavior. As long as the user cache
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Fig. 6: Relative computational improvement of a non-leader
when fully decoding their requested file. We observe that as
long as the individual user caches remain small compared
to the total library size, there is a significant computational
improvement for practically the whole range of demands.

size MF remains low compared to the total library size
NF , our proposed method yields significant computational
gains for all kinds of demands. What these results further
illustrate is that as the user count K becomes higher, the
computational gains slowly decrease. In other words, the range
of values for M{N for which our method provides significant
computational gains becomes smaller as the number of users
increases. However, given that in most typical scenarios, the
user caches are quite smaller compared to the total library size
of the system, our proposed method still provides significant
computational gains practically for the whole range of Ne.

As we did in the previous section, we can also compare the
computational improvement with respect to the computational

cost of deriving the untransmitted subfiles from the transmitted
ones. We can define this relative computational improvement
as

antdec “
Sdec
nl

C̄dec,nt
nl

. (72)

The numerator here is the same as that in (71) and the
denominator is the average computational cost for deriving the
transmitted from the untransmitted subfiles for specific values
of K, M , N and Ne given by (43). Plotting antdec for the
small user case (K “ 30) against Ne for different values of
the user-to-library (M{N ) ratio we get Fig. 7a. Again, we
observe that we have significant computational gains in the
whole range for Ne and we see an important difference. As Ne

increased, the relative computational improvement antdec starts
from value 0.5, decreases and the increases returning to value
(asymptotically) equal to 1{3. So, if we are interested in this
kind of computational improvement, we can say that we have
non-vanishing computational gains, as long as the user caches
size MF remains small with respect to the total library size
NF .

As we can see in Fig. 7b, where we plot the same quantity
for the large user case (K “ 300), this significant gain remains
for all kinds of user demand, albeit for a somewhat smaller but
still quite larger than the typical range of M{N ratio values.

Finally, we would like to examine the relative improvement
in energy consumption for the system as a whole, as we did in
the previous section for centralized caching. The correspond-
ing relative improvement for decentralized caching will be

rdec “
Sdec

C̄dec
t

. (73)

The numerator is given by (65) and represents the total
computational savings the proposed method provides to the
system. The denominator is the total computational cost among
all users and is given by

C̄dec
t “ NeC

dec
l ` pK ´ NeqC̄dec

nl , (74)

where Cdec
l is given by (34) and C̄dec

nl is given by (37) by
replacing the term Sdec, as given by (41), with its average S̄dec

given in (42). We should note again here that the computational
cost for a non-leader is averaged out with respect to the
pure tail sizes. Examining the small (K “ 30) and large
(K “ 300) user cases by plotting rdec against Ne for various
user-over-library (M{N ) ratios, we get the results displayed
in Fig. 8a and 8b. As with centralized caching, the behavior of
rdec closely resembles that of adec. In particular, we observe
significant improvements in energy consumption among the
users for almost all kinds of requests, both in the small as
well as the large user case. The only condition is that the
user-over-library ratio remains small, with the actual range
becoming smaller as the number of users increases.

What the analysis of this section shows is that the proposed
method provides significant computational and energy-related
advantages over the decentralized ITODM for all kinds of
system arrangements and demands, as long as the individual
user cache size MF is small when compared to the total
library size NF . This is a natural condition expected to hold
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Fig. 7: Relative computational improvement of a non-leader
when deriving their untransmitted subfiles from the transmitted
ones. We observe that as long as the individual user caches
remain small compared to the library size, we have a sig-
nificant non-vanishing computational gain that asymptotically
converges to the same value.

for almost all caching systems, as the available memory in a
user device (UE) is typically much smaller than the memory
in a content delivery server or in a base station (BS).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have performed a complete computational
analysis of information-theoretic optimal delivery method
(ITODM) for centralized and decentralized caching. Both
methods take advantage of the commonality in the file requests
among the users to reduce the telecommunication load down
to the information-theoretic optimal level. However, this is
done at an exponentially increasing computational cost. Thus,
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Fig. 8: Relative improvement in the energy consumed by the
users during the delivery phase. The behavior of rdec closely
resembles that of adec having significant improvements in
energy consumption among the users, as long as the individual
cache size of the users remains small in comparison to the
library size.

our analysis allowed us to specify the exact amount of this
computational cost down to the number of XOR operations
required. This is an important figure of merit not only because
it gives us an exact expression for the computational operations
but is also readily translatable to energy demands both for the
individual users and the overall system in general.

Furthermore, we have developed an alternative method for
the delivery stage of centralized and decentralized caching
that provide significant computational and energy consumption
improvements over ITODM. This is achieved by introducing
a computational shortcut in the derivation phase of the un-
transmitted subfiles from the transmitted ones. For centralized
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caching, the improvements are more pronounced when the
number of users is small, or the total cache size among the
users is comparable in scale to the total library size. For
the more realistic case of decentralized caching, however, we
observed significant computational improvements for all kinds
of scenarios, as long as the individual user cache size remains
small in comparison to the total library size, a condition that
naturally happens in such systems.

Due to the principal position of ITODM in the domain
of coded caching, any improvement or new results regarding
it immediately reverberate outwards to all other kinds of
coded caching systems. Thus, future research could extend the
results of this paper to other coded caching systems and could
examine other ways and different aspects of characterizing the
computational costs involved. Minimizing the computational
burden coming from the utilization of commonality and find-
ing alternative schemes to balance out this cost among the
non-leaders is still an open question and we aspire that this
work will push the discussion forward.
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APPENDIX A

A. Simplification of the S term in Theorem 4

In this section, we prove (31). To do so, we start from (30)
that we repeat here for convenience.

S “
ÿ

pk1,...,kNeqPR

k1`¨¨¨`kNe
“t

ˆ

|Qu1
| ´ 1

k1

˙ˆ

|Qu2
|

k2

˙

. . .

ˆ

|QuNe
|

kNe

˙

ˆ pk1 ` 2qpk2 ` 1q . . . pkNe ` 1q,

(75)

where

R “ t0, . . . , |Qu1 | ´ 1u ˆ t0, . . . , |Qui |u
Ne´1. (76)

Doing the multiplications among the different ki gives the

following result

S “

Ne
ÿ

l“0

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

ÿ

1ăi2ă¨¨¨ăilďNe

ÿ

pk1,...,kNeqPR

k1`¨¨¨`kNe
“t

ˆ

|Qu1
| ´ 1

k1

˙

. . .

ˆ

|QuNe
|

kNe

˙

k1ki1 . . . kil

`2
ÿ

1ăi1ă¨¨¨ăilďNe

ÿ

pk1,...,kNeqPR

k1`¨¨¨`kNe
“t

ˆ

|Qu1
| ´ 1

k1

˙

. . .

ˆ

|QuNe
|

kNe

˙

ki1 . . . kil

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

.

(77)

We should note that the set R in this expression can be
generalized to the whole NNe since there are not any additional
tuples in NNe that lead to a non-zero summand. Now, using
the binomial coefficient property

`

n
k

˘

k “ n
`

n´1
k´1

˘

and the
generalized Vandermonde’s identity [63], which reads

ÿ

pk1,...,kpqPNp
k1`¨¨¨`kp“m

ˆ

n1

k1

˙

. . .

ˆ

np

kp

˙

“

ˆ

n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` np

m

˙

, (78)

as well as the fact that the sum of the pure tail sizes is equal to
the number on non-leaders, we can reach the following form

S “

Ne
ÿ

l“0

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1 ´ l

t ´ l

˙

ˆ

˜

ÿ

1ăi2ă¨¨¨ăilďNe

p|Qu1
| ´ 1q |Qui2

| . . . |Quil
|

` 2
ÿ

1ăi1ă¨¨¨ăilďNe

|Qui1
| . . . |Quil

|

¸

.

(79)

This form highlights the fact that for Ne ą t the summation
ends at l “ t. We could have seen this in the previous form
of (77) if we had noticed that when Ne ą t the condition
k1 ` ...`kNe “ t allows only for up to t terms to be non-zero
at the same time. However, this is easier to see in (79). Also,
since p|Qu1´1q ` |Qu2

| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |QuNe
| “ K ´ Ne ´ 1, only

up to K ´ Ne ´ 1 terms of the above sum can be non-zero
at the same time. That means that if Ne ą K ´ Ne ´ 1, the
summation stops at l “ K ´ Ne ´ 1.

This allows us to replace Ne in the sum with minpt,Neq

reaching (31) and completing the proof.

B. Proof of (36) in Theorem 6

In this section, we perform the proof of expression (36) in
theorem 6. We recall that the decentralized caching is, in fact,
broken down to multiple instances of centralized caching, with
each instance dealing with the bits shared among j users, with
j P t0, 1, . . . ,Ku. Since for j ě K´Ne, there are no pj`1q-
sets composed of solely non-leaders, all subfile transmissions
take place and there is no computational cost involved with
deriving any untransmitted subfiles. Thus, in order to find out
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the total cost of a non-leader related to the computation of the
non-transmitted subfiles, we just have to add the individual
computational costs for j up to K ´Ne ´1, as given by (29).
If Cnt

nl pjq is the computational cost of unl in the j-th instance
of centralized caching, then the total cost for non-leader unl

will be

Cdec,nt
nl “

K´Ne´1
ÿ

j“0

Cnt
nl pjq “

K´Ne´1
ÿ

j“0

Spjq
|LjpW q|
`

K
j

˘

loooooooooooomoooooooooooon

S1

`

K´Ne´1
ÿ

j“0

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1

j

˙

|LjpW q|j
`

K
j

˘

looooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon

S2

´

K´Ne´1
ÿ

j“0

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1

j

˙

|LjpW q|2
`

K
j

˘

looooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon

S3

.

(80)

The above expression comes from (33) by replacing the
file size F with the equivalent file size |LjpW q| of the j-
th instance of centralized caching given by (17) and instead
of S using Spjq, which is the value of (30) for t “ j. We
should note that for j “ 0 the computational cost is actually
zero since there is no derivation happening. The information in
the corresponding YA1 transmissions that take place is readily
available to any non-leader that is interested in it. However,
we let j in the above expression start from zero because it
will help us in our manipulations.

We will now examine each of the three summands by itself.
We should note that for simplicity, in substituting |LjpW q|, we
will omit the term opF q of (17), which nevertheless is always
present. Starting with S1 and using (31) for Spjq gives us

S1 “

K´Ne´1
ÿ

j“0

minpj,Neq
ÿ

l“0

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1 ´ l

j ´ l

˙

Qplq

ˆ

ˆ

M

N

˙j ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙K´j

F

“
ÿ

tj,luPR

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1 ´ l

j ´ l

˙

Qplq

ˆ

ˆ

M

N

˙j ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙K´j

F,

(81)

where

Qplq “
ÿ

1ăi2ă¨¨¨ăilďNe

p|Qu1 | ´ 1q |Qui2
| . . . |Quil

|

` 2
ÿ

1ăi1ă¨¨¨ăilďNe

|Qui1
| . . . |Quil

|,
(82)

and

R “

"

pj, lq P N2 :
j P t0, . . . ,K ´ Ne ´ 1u,
l P t0, . . . ,minpj,Nequ

*

. (83)

Region R can be equivalently described as

R “

"

pj, lq P N2 :
l P t0, . . . ,mu

j P t1, . . . ,K ´ Ne ´ 1u

*

, (84)

where

m “ minpK ´ Ne ´ 1, Neq. (85)

This allows us to exchange the order of summation in (81)
and get

S1 “

m
ÿ

l“0

K´Ne´1
ÿ

j“l

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1 ´ l

j ´ l

˙

Qplq

ˆ

ˆ

M

N

˙j ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙K´j

F

paq
“

m
ÿ

l“0

Qplq

ˆ

M

N

˙l ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙Ne`1

F

ˆ

#

K´Ne´1´l
ÿ

j1“0

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1 ´ l

j1

˙

ˆ

ˆ

M

N

˙j1
ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙K´Ne´1´l´j1 +

pbq
“

m
ÿ

l“0

Qplq

ˆ

M

N

˙l ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙Ne`1

F.

(86)

In paq we make the change j1 “ j ´ l and tidy up the term
a bit and in pbq we apply the binomial theorem [63]. Plugging
in Qplq from (82), the expression for S1 becomes

S1 “

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙Ne`1

F

ˆ

m
ÿ

l“0

˜

ÿ

1ăi2ă¨¨¨ăilďNe

M

N
p|Qu1

| ´ 1q

ˆ
M

N
|Qui2

| . . .
M

N
|Quil

|

` 2
ÿ

1ăi1ă¨¨¨ăilďNe

M

N
|Qui1

| . . .
M

N
|Quil

|

¸

.

(87)

Recovering now the product terms from the sums of this
expression gives us

S1 “

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙Ne`1

F

ˆ

ˆ

M

N
p|Qu1 | ´ 1q ` 2

˙ Ne
ź

i“2

ˆ

M

N
|Qui | ` 1

˙

.

(88)

The above derivation is straightforward if m “ Ne. If m “

K ´ Ne ´ 1 then from

p|Qu1
| ´ 1q ` |Qu2

| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |QuNe
| “ K ´ Ne ´ 1 (89)

we have that only up to K ´ Ne ´ 1 summands can be
concurrently non-zero. Thus we can extend the sum of (87)
up to Ne by including the zero valued terms and get (88).
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The terms S2 and S3 are easier to handle. In particular

S2 “

K´Ne´1
ÿ

j“0

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1

j

˙̂

M

N

˙jˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙K´j

jF

“

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙Ne`1

F

ˆ

K´Ne´1
ÿ

j“0

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1

j

˙

ˆ

ˆ

M

N

˙jˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙K´Ne´1´j

j

“

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙Ne`1

pK ´ Ne ´ 1q
MF

N
.

(90)

In this expression, we have used the formula [63]
for the expected value of the binomial distribution
B pK ´ Ne ´ 1,M{Nq.

Finally, for the third term, using the binomial theorem, we
can easily get

S3 “ 2
K´Ne´1

ÿ

j“0

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1

j

˙̂

M

N

˙jˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙K´j

F

“ 2

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙Ne`1

F

ˆ

K´Ne´1
ÿ

j“0

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1

j

˙

ˆ

ˆ

M

N

˙jˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙K´Ne´1´j

“ 2

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙Ne`1

F.

(91)

Plugging back all these terms in (80) and re-including the
term opF q that we omitted before, we reach (36) that we are
trying to prove.

C. Proof of (37) in Theorem 6

We now proceed to prove expression (37) in theorem 6.
In order to derive (37) we just have to make some simple
observations on (80) in order to extend it to the total com-
putational cost of a non-leader. This expression gives the
computational cost of unl in order to extract all the non-
transmitted subfiles from the transmitted ones. So in order
to get the total computational cost we have to add to this
expression the cost of decoding the transmitted subfiles.

For each j P t0, . . . ,K ´ Ne ´ 1u the additional computa-
tional cost for decoding the transmitted subfiles is

„ˆ

K ´ j

j

˙

´

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1

j

˙ȷ

looooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon

number of transmitted subfiles

|LjpW q|j
`

K
j

˘

loooomoooon

cost per
subfile

. (92)

Also for each j P tK ´ Ne, . . . ,K ´ 1u the only computa-
tional cost is that of decoding the transmitting subfiles, since

there are no pj ` 1q-subsets comprised solely of non-leaders.
This additional cost is

ˆ

K ´ j

j

˙

loooomoooon

pj`1q´subsets
involving unl

|LjpW q|j
`

K
j

˘

loooomoooon

cost per
subfile

. (93)

We should note that for j “ K, the corresponding bits
are present in the caches of all users, and thus there is no
computation (or even transmission) taking place. Adding up
these additional computational costs in (80) we can realize
that the total computational cost of unl will be given by this
equation, if we replace the sum S2 with

S1
2 “

K´1
ÿ

j“0

ˆ

K ´ 1

j

˙

|LjpW q|j
`

K
j

˘

“

K´1
ÿ

j“0

ˆ

K ´ 1

j

˙ˆ

M

N

˙j ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙K´j

jF

“ pK ´ 1q

ˆ

1 ´
M

N

˙

MF

N
.

(94)

Using this result and following the same operations for the
other terms of (80) as well as re-positioning the term opF q

that we omitted for simplicity, yields (37).

APPENDIX B

A. Averaging of the S term in Theorem 4

In this section, we perform an averaging over the pure tail
sizes of (31) reaching (38). First of all, we have to remark
that with respect to the averaging we are trying to perform
Ne will be handled as a free parameter which is not fixed
on a specific demand vector. We should further note that the
number of ways we can choose the pure tail sizes equals the
number of ways we can distribute the K ´Ne ´1 non-leaders
into Ne sets. In other words, it is the number of Ne-tuples
of non-negative integers whose sum is K ´ Ne ´ 1. This is
a well know combinatorics problem and the answer can be
proven [66] to be

`

K´2
Ne

˘

.
Then we have to find the value of the sum of each product

term in (31) as the pure tail sizes move over their entire range.
In particular, we have to find the following sums

ÿ

p|Qu1
|´1,|Qu2

|,...,|QuNe
|qPR

Ne
q

|Qu1
|`|Qu2

|`¨¨¨`|QuNe
|“K´Ne

p|Qu1 | ´ 1q |Qui2
| . . . |Quil

|

“
ÿ

pq1,...,qNeqPNNe

q1`¨¨¨`qNe
“K´Ne´1

q1 . . . ql, (95)

ÿ

p|Qu1
|,...,|QuNe

|qPR
Ne
q

|Qu1
|`¨¨¨`|QNe

|“K´Ne´1

|Qui1
| . . . |Quil

|

“
ÿ

pq1,...,qNeqPNNe

q1`¨¨¨`qNe
“K´Ne´1

q1 . . . ql, (96)
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where
Rq “ t0, . . . ,K ´ Ne ´ 1u. (97)

In these two sums we make the substitutions qi “ |Quii
|

with the only exception of q1 “ |Qu1
| ´ 1 for (95). The

generalization from Rq to N is valid since it does not introduce
any additional non-zero summands. So we actually see that for
the same l these sums are in effect equal. Their value is given
by (111) that we prove in the Appendix C and is equal to

ÿ

pq1,...,qNeqPNNe

q1`¨¨¨`qNe
“K´Ne´1

q1 . . . ql “

ˆ

K ´ 2

Ne ´ 1 ` l

˙

(98)

Thus the only difference between the two sums in (31),
apart from the multiplication with two in the second sum, is
the number of product terms that are being summed up. The
first, is the sum of products of l terms where the first term is
always |Qu1

| ´ 1. Thus the number of these product terms is
equal to the ways we can choose l ´ 1 things out of Ne ´ 1,
or

`

Ne´1
l´1

˘

. Similarly, for the second sum, since it is the sum
of products of l terms whose selection excludes |Qu1 | their
number will be equal to the ways we can select l things out
of Ne ´ 1 or

`

Ne´1
l

˘

.
So taking the average and replacing the above while doing

some manipulations we get

S̄ “

minpt,Neq
ÿ

l“0

ˆ

K ´ Ne ´ 1 ´ l

t ´ l

˙

`

K´2
Ne´1`l

˘

`

K´2
Ne´1

˘

ˆ

ˆˆ

Ne ´ 1

l ´ 1

˙

` 2

ˆ

Ne ´ 1

l

˙˙

“
pNe ´ 1q!pK ´ Ne ´ 1q!

pK ´ Ne ´ 1 ´ tq!

ˆ

Ne
ÿ

l“0

`

Ne

l

˘

`
`

Ne´1
l

˘

pt ´ lq!pNe ´ 1 ` lq!
.

(99)

Note that in this expression, we choose to use Ne as the
upper limit of the sum, instead of minpt,Neq, because it will
make our derivations more natural. This does not change the
end result, as long as the “out of bounds” terms are taken to
be zero, as they should. Also, in the above manipulations we
have used the property

ˆ

Ne ´ 1

l ´ 1

˙

`

ˆ

Ne ´ 1

l

˙

“

ˆ

Ne

l

˙

. (100)

In this handling, some extra care is warranted towards the
first and the last terms of the sum to make sure that the zero-
valued “out of bounds” terms appearing do not lead to different
results.

We now focus on the following sums

S̄1 “

Ne
ÿ

l“0

`

Ne

l

˘

pt ´ lq!pNe ´ 1 ` lq!
, (101)

S̄2 “

Ne
ÿ

l“0

`

Ne´1
l

˘

pt ´ lq!pNe ´ 1 ` lq!
. (102)

Expanding the factorials and rearranging the multiplications,
we can see that after a suitable pairing of the resulting terms,
these sums can be expressed as

S̄1 “
Ne!

t!p2Ne ´ 1q!

Ne
ÿ

l“0

ˆ

t

l

˙ˆ

2Ne ´ 1

Ne ´ l

˙

“
Ne!

t!p2Ne ´ 1q!

ˆ

2Ne ´ 1 ` t

Ne

˙

“
1

pNe ´ 1 ` tq!

ˆ

2Ne ´ 1 ` t

t

˙

,

(103)

S̄2 “
pNe ´ 1q!

t!p2Ne ´ 2q!

Ne
ÿ

l“0

ˆ

t

l

˙ˆ

2Ne ´ 2

Ne ´ 1 ´ l

˙

“
pNe ´ 1q!

t!p2Ne ´ 2q!

ˆ

2Ne ´ 2 ` t

Ne ´ 1

˙

“
1

pNe ´ 1 ` tq!

ˆ

2Ne ´ 2 ` t

t

˙

.

(104)

In the above, we have used Vandermonde’s identity as well
as a proper pairing of the terms appearing in the binomial
coefficients. Plugging back these results to (99) and properly
rearranging the factorials yields (38), which concludes the
proof.

B. Averaging of the term Sdec in (41)

In this section, we perform an averaging of (41) with respect
to the possible values of |Qui

| and derive (42). To derive this
average, first of all, we unfold the product terms by performing
the multiplications in (41) and get

Sdec “

m
ÿ

l“0

Qplq

ˆ

M

N

˙l

, (105)

where Qplq is given by (82). We can repeat now the reasoning
of Appendix B-A to acquire the average of each Qplq. Doing
so and plugging the result back to (105) we get

S̄dec “

m
ÿ

l“0

ˆ

M

N

˙l
`

K´2
Ne´1`l

˘

`

K´2
Ne´1

˘

ˆ

Ne

l

˙

loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon

Sa

`

m
ÿ

l“0

ˆ

M

N

˙l
`

K´2
Ne´1`l

˘

`

K´2
Ne´1

˘

ˆ

Ne ´ 1

l

˙

looooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon

Sb

,

(106)

We can now write S1a as

Sa “

m
ÿ

l

ˆ

M

N

˙l
`

Ne

l

˘`

K´2
K´Ne´1´l

˘

`

K´2
Ne´1

˘ , (107)

and recognize the expression as the sum of the probability
generating function for the hypergeometric distribution [64],
after we substitute M{N by z. Thus we get

Sa “ 2F1

ˆ

´Ne,´K ` Ne ` 1
Ne

;
M

N

˙

. (108)
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Similarly, we can do the same for S1b after we write it in
the form

Sb “

m
ÿ

l

ˆ

M

N

˙l
`

Ne´1
l

˘`

K´2
K´Ne´1´l

˘

`

K´2
Ne´1

˘ , (109)

and get

Sb “ 2F1

ˆ

´Ne ` 1,´K ` Ne ` 1
Ne

;
M

N

˙

. (110)

Using these results in (106) we reach (42) that we are trying
to prove.

APPENDIX C

In this appendix we prove the following very useful formula

S “
ÿ

pq1,...,qnqPNn
q1`¨¨¨`qn“N

q1 . . . qk “

ˆ

N ` n ´ 1

n ´ 1 ` k

˙

, k ď n.

(111)
Let us start with two sets. The first is the set of n-tuples of

non-negative integers whose sum is N that lead to non-zero
summands in (111)

A “

"

pq1, . . . , qnq P Nn :
q1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qn “ N ,
q1 ě 1, . . . , qk ě 1

*

. (112)

The second is the set of pn ` kq-tuples of non-negative
integers whose sum is N ´ k.

B “
␣

pq1, . . . , qn`kq P Nn`k : q1 ` . . . qn`k “ N ´ k
(

.
(113)

We should note that in order for the sum of (111) to be
non-zero, there must be at least one term q1,0 . . . qk,0 ‰ 0.
That means q1,0 ě 1, . . . , qk,0 ě 1. Since

q1,0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qk,0
loooooooomoooooooon

ěk

` qk`1,0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qn,0
loooooooooomoooooooooon

ě0

“ N,

we get k ď N , which shows that the above definition of set
B is always meaningful (in the sense of it always being non-
empty).

Now we can define a function f : B Ñ A such that if

b “ pq1, . . . , qn, qn`1, . . . , qn`kq P B,

then

fpbq “ pq1 ` qn`1 ` 1, . . . , qk ` qn`k ` 1, qk`1, . . . , qnq P A.

It is easy to see that the image fpbq lies within A by a
simple addition of its components giving N .

We further show that function f is a surjection. Let

a “ pq1, . . . , qk, qk`1, . . . , qnq P A.

Then, if we take

b “ pq1 ´ 1, . . . , qk ´ 1, qk, . . . , qn, 0, . . . , 0q P B,

it is easy to see that fpbq “ a. Because qi ě 1 for
i P t1, . . . , ku b is guaranteed to belong to B.

Since f is a surjection, we know that the sets

f´1paq “ tb P B : fpbq “ au (114)

are equivalence classes of B. In particular, they form the
quotient set with respect to the equivalence relation b1 „ b2 ô

fpb1q “ fpb2q.
Suppose now that

a “ pqa1 , . . . , qk,
a qak`1, . . . , q

a
nq P A,

and we would like to characterize all the b P B that belong to
f´1paq. The general form of a b P B is

b “ pq1, . . . , qk, qk`1, . . . , qn, i1, . . . , ikq.

The expression fpbq “ a imposes the following restrictions
$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

q1 “ qa1 ´ 1 ´ i1
...
qk “ qak ´ 1 ´ ik
qk`1 “ qak`1
...
qn “ qan.

(115)

Here we can make three observations. First, that these
conditions show that only the quantities ij for j P t1, . . . , ku

are actually variable. Furthermore, the value of each such ij
can be selected independently from the others from the range
ij P t0, 1, . . . , qaj ´1u. The lower end comes from the fact that
ij ě 0 and the upper end from qj ě 0. Secondly, that different
choices lead to different b P f´1paq and thirdly that for any
b P f´1paq there is a unique choice of i1, . . . , ik giving the
above form.

These three observations show that there are |f´1paq| “

qa1 . . . q
a
k elements in f´1paq, which are the degrees of freedom

in the above system of equations.
Now, we can go back to the sum in (111) where we can

limit the range to the non-zero terms and write

S “
ÿ

a“pq1,...,qnqPA

q1 . . . qk “
ÿ

aPA

|f´1paq| “ |B|. (116)

But, since B is the set of all pn`kq-tuples of non-negative
integers whose sum is N ´ k its size is given by [66]

|B| “

ˆ

N ` n ´ 1

n ´ 1 ` k

˙

. (117)

completing the proof.
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